Let's Talk
2nd Conditional
What would you do if …?

Ask any question!

… if you landed on another planet?
… if you had a million dollars?
… if dinosaurs were still alive?
… if animals could talk?
… if you had a jet pack?
… if you saw a ghost?

… if you were the leader of your country?
… if a bee landed on your nose?
… if a robber asked for all your money?
… if you wanted to become famous?

… if you had a 3D printer?
… if you were invisible?
… if you wanted to live to be 120 years old?
… if you could travel faster than light?
… if a computer became intelligent?

… if you could read other people's minds?
… if you saw a tornado coming?
… if you wanted to escape from a prison?
… if you were the last person alive?
… if computers became intelligent?

… if you were a famous singer?
… if you wanted to become rich quickly?
… if you lost your memory?
… if you were smarter than everyone?
… if you could time travel to the future?
… if you wanted to live to be 120 years old?

… if you were trapped on an island for 10 years?
… if you were stronger than everyone?
… if you had a pet duck?
… if you could time travel to the past?
… if you met an alien from another planet?
NOTES

- Have your learners sit in groups of three or four.

- The discussion activity begins with one person finding the question by rolling the die twice. The 1st roll determines the number on the left. The 2nd roll determines the number on the top. Members of the groups can then talk about that question. The learners can ask and talk about anything if they land on “Ask Any Question”.

*My Notes*